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Proposal:  Installation of a solar farm comprising ground mounted solar PV panels 
with a generating capacity of up to 49.9MW, including mounting 
system, battery storage units, inverters, underground cabling, stock 
proof fence, CCTV, internal tracks and associated infrastructure, 
landscaping and environmental enhancements for a temporary period 
of 40 years and a permanent grid connection hub. 

Location: Land South of the A1 (Foston By-Pass), Foston, Grantham 
Applicant: By-Pass Farm Solar Ltd. By-Pass Farm Solar Ltd. 
Agent: Peter Grubb, Savills (UK) Ltd, Kingston House, Blackbrook Park 

Avenue 
Application Type: Full Planning Permission  
Reason for Referral to 
Committee: 

 
Major Development 

Key Issues: Principle of development  
Visual Impact on Landscape or Heritage Assets  
Visual Impact on dwellings or communities 
Cumulative Impact 
Heritage Impact 
Noise Impact 
Highway Considerations 
Nature Conservation Considerations 
Habitat Regulations Assessment 
Aircraft Movements and Associated Activities 
Flood Risk and Drainage 
 

Technical Documents: Planning Statement 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
Ecology Survey Reports  
Heritage Statement  
Flood Risk Assessment  
Transport Assessment  
Agricultural Land Classification Report  
Glint and Glare Survey Report  
Tree Survey Report  
Landscape and Ecological Management Plan 
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1 Description of Site 
 

1.1 The application site comprises agricultural fields immediately to the south of the A1, with 

the village of Foston further north. The plans also include a substation and grid connection 

infrastructure which would be located approximately 2.1km to the north of the site and to 

the east of Westborough.  

 

1.2 The panelled area of the site is to the east of Foston Road which includes a cluster of 

houses and commercial units including a roadside service area with petrol filling station 

and a telecommunications tower. The site is in arable agricultural use, with a house and 

some agricultural buildings situated along a lane adjacent to the northern part of the 

western boundary.  

 

1.3 The site comprises a number of fields that were historically severed when the A1 

bypassed Foston, extending to approximately 85 hectares. The fields are separated by 

established native hedgerows with occasional trees and is typical of the surrounding 

landscape.  

 

1.4 To the west of the site, a watercourse known as Ease Drain runs north to south and 

divides the western most field from the rest of the site.  

 

2 Description of Proposal 
 

2.1 The application proposes the installation of a solar farm with a 49.9 MW output for a 

temporary period of 40 years, including battery storage units, associated infrastructure, 

permanent grid connection hub and environmental enhancements.  

 

2.2 The solar panels would be spaced to avoid shadow and elevated on a pivoted frame 

supported by stakes erected to avoid disturbance to the ground and sited to achieve 

optimum exposure for solar energy absorption.  

 

2.3 The panels would have a maximum height of up to 2.8m, with a gap of approximately 

0.8m their lowest edge and ground level. This offers the potential for grazing to occur 

alongside the development, with livestock able to pass beneath the panels.  

 

2.4 The scheme also includes the following ancillary equipment:  

 

1) Stock-proof fencing  
2) CCTV at perimeter of the site  
3) A stone track through centre of the site  
4) Ecological enhancements  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3 Relevant History 
 

Reference Proposal Decision Date 
S20/0914 Request for EIA Screening and 

Scoping Opinion for proposed 
renewable energy hub 

EIA Not 
Required  

12/06/2020 

    

4 Policy Considerations 
 

4.1 SKDC Local Plan 2011 - 2036 

Policy SD1- The Principles of Sustainable Development in South Kesteven 

Policy SP1 – Spatial Strategy 

Policy SP5 – Development in the Open Countryside 

Policy EN1 – Landscape Character 

Policy EN2 – Protecting Biodiversity and Geodiversity 

Policy EN3 – Green Infrastructure 

Policy EN4 – Pollution Control 

Policy EN5 – Water Environment and Flood Risk Management 

Policy EN6 – The Historic Environment 

Policy ID2 – Transport and Strategic Transport Infrastructure 

Policy DE1 – Promoting Good Quality Design 

Policy RE1 – Renewable Energy Generation 

 

4.2 Foston Neighbourhood Plan 2016 - 2026 

 

4.3 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

Section 8 – Promoting healthy and safe communities 

Section 9 - Promoting sustainable transport 

Section 11 – Making effective use of land 

Section 12 - Achieving well-designed places 

Section 14 – Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change 

 

5 Representations Received 
 

5.1 Foston Parish Council 

5.1.1 No objections to the submitted application, but request a condition is included to secure 
adequate screening for the users of the A1 and residents of Foston. Also request further 
community consultation is carried out.  
 

5.2 Long Bennington Parish Council 

5.2.1 No objection, but request a condition that restricts construction traffic travelling through 
Long Bennington village.  
 

5.3 Westborough and Dry Doddington Parish Council 

5.3.1 No objection, but raises the following points: 

− Requests further community consultation; 

− Noise assessment does not take account of wind direction; 



 

 
 

− Impact of the substation on the users of the public footpath and bridleway needs to 
be assessed; 

− Questions level of community benefit.  

5.4 Highways England 

5.4.1 As part of the development infrastructure a cable will cross beneath the A1 Foston bypass 

in the location indicated on the site layout plan. Precise details of this crossing would be 

determined following further geotechnical investigations and would be agreed with the 

LPA via an appropriately worded condition to the satisfaction of key consultees including 

Highways England. It is envisaged that the engineering solution proposed would negate 

the need for a road closure on the SRN. 

5.4.2 Request further detail regarding the proposed landscaping required to mitigate glare from 

the solar farm to the users of the A1.  

5.5 LCC Highways & SuDS Support  

5.5.1 Having given due regard to the appropriate local and national planning policy guidance (in 
particular the National Planning Policy Framework), Lincolnshire County Council (as 
Highway Authority and Lead Local Flood Authority) has concluded that the proposed 
development is acceptable and accordingly, does not wish to object to this planning 
application. 
 

5.6 Upper Witham Internal Drainage Board 

5.6.1 The Board’s maintained 9100 – Church Ease Drain runs through the proposed solar farm 

and 9003 - Long Lane Drain runs to the east of the proposed substation. Response sets 

out the board’s consenting regime for any structures and relevant byelaws which is 

included as an informative.  

5.7 Lincolnshire County Council - Footpaths Officers 

5.7.1 The proposed development affects Westborough Public Footpath No. 18, Westborough 
Public Bridleway No. 21, Foston Public Footpath No. 1 and Foston Public Bridleway No. 2.  
It is expected that there will be no encroachment, either permanent or temporary, onto the 
rights of way as a result of the proposed development.   
 

5.7.2 The local public rights of way network is very well used and it would be desirable to 

minimise the need for temporary closure whether possible and identify local alternatives.   

5.7.3 During the construction phase vehicles will use Sewstern Lane to access the Solar Farm 

site.  Please note that the Viking Way long distance footpath runs along Sewstern Lane 

and site traffic should be made aware of the presence of walkers. 

5.7.4 The legal alignment of Westborough Public Footpath No. 18 differs from the walked route 

on the ground. Care should be taken prior to the commencement of development work to 

ensure that the sub-station does not obstruct the legal alignment.   

5.7.5 It is proposed to access the proposed sub-station via Westborough Public Bridleway No. 

21. The developer should provide further details regarding the proposed surfacing for this 

section of bridleway and the measures they propose to put in place to minimise conflict 

between path users and site vehicles. 

5.7.6 The proposed development should not pose any dangers or inconvenience to the public 

using the rights of way.  



 

 
 

5.7.7 No public rights of way may be disturbed nor should any surfacing works take place 

without the permission of Lincolnshire County Council –Countryside Team. 

 

5.8 Environmental Protection Services (SKDC) 

5.8.1 Environmental Protection has reviewed the documents and submitted noise impact 

assessment for the substation associated with the solar farm development in respect of 

the above application and has no further comments or objections to make. 

 

5.9 Environment Agency 

5.9.1 Do not object to the application, but make the following comments: 

− Parts of the site are in Flood Zone 3. The proposed development is ‘less vulnerable’ 
and appropriate flood risk mitigation is proposed, including solar panels to be placed 
only in Flood Zone 1, panels raised 0.85m above ground to prevent impediment of 
overland flows and an easement of 8m to the ordinary watercourse. The substation is 
situated approximately 2.2km north of the site, east of Westborough in Flood Zone 1. 

 

5.10 Natural England 

5.10.1 Based on the plans submitted, Natural England considers that the proposed development 

will not have significant adverse impacts on designated sites and has no objection. 

 

5.11 Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust 

5.11.1 Do not object to the proposal, but make the following comments: 

− Support the fact the proposals include the retention and protection of all hedgerows, 
woodland, trees and watercourses. 

− Request further wildflower planting within the buffer areas to the western and south-
western boundaries of the site. 

− Provide further detail on appropriate seeding detail. 

− Support the recommended mitigations in the Ecological Impact Assessment. 
 

5.12 Conservation Officer 

5.12.1 Given the distance from the proposed development site to identified heritage and non-
heritage there are no objections to the proposal. 

 

5.13 Heritage Lincolnshire 

5.13.1 The site offers a potential for archaeological remains to be present based on the extent 

and type of remains recorded in the vicinity. Insufficient information is available at present 

with which to make any reliable observation regarding the impact of this development 

upon any archaeological remains. 

5.13.2 Therefore, it is recommended that the developer should be required to commission a 

Scheme of Archaeological Work, in the form of an archaeological evaluation to determine 

the presence, character and date of any archaeological deposits present at the site. This 

evaluation should initially consist of geophysical survey followed by a programme of trial 

trenching. 

5.14 Ministry of Defence 

5.14.1 No objection.  

5.15 Civil Aviation Authority 

5.15.1 No comments to make. 



 

 
 

5.16 South Kesteven Climate Change Officer 

5.16.1 The outlined proposal for Bypass Solar Farm will help meet the energy demand of the 

region whilst reducing carbon emissions, compared to fossil fuel based energy sources. 

The proposal states that the expected site energy generation would provide the energy 

equivalent of the demand from 15,000 houses, equating to an annual reduction in carbon 

emissions of 21,000 tonnes of carbon. South Kesteven District Council’s declaration of 

climate emergency in September 2019 sets out the Council’s intention to reduce carbon 

emissions from its own operations and recognises the much more far-reaching impact of 

the Council’s community leadership role to reduce South Kesteven’s regional carbon 

footprint.  

5.16.2 The UK government has set out in the Climate Change Act (2008) to reduce carbon 

emissions to net zero by 2050. One of the considerations in meeting that target is that 

projected demand for energy in the form of electricity will increase relative to other 

sources, through the shift to electric vehicles and the (slow) decline in the demand for 

natural gas for heating and power. By increasing the supply of low carbon electricity this 

decade through solar installations, this will help to meet the governments net zero carbon 

targets. The Energy Strategy for Greater Lincolnshire also recognises the growth 

ambitions of the wider region, which will stimulate an increased consumption of energy, 

and signals support for more low-carbon energy generation from the region. 

5.16.3 Finally, the Ecological Impact Assessment Report and the Flood Risk Assessment 

prepared in support of the proposal outline the wider environmental considerations the site 

has made, recognising the importance of a net gain in biodiversity for the site as well as 

minimising any water management issues as a result of the development of the site. 

 

6 Representations as a Result of Publicity 
 

6.1.1 This application has been advertised in accordance with the Council's Statement of 

Community Involvement and 15 letters of representation have been received (9 in support 

and 6 objecting).  The points raised can be summarised as follows: 

 

6.1.2 Support 

 

1) Support benefits of renewable energy 
2) Site well located away from the village 
3) Good use of poor quality agricultural land 
4) Environmentally friendly source of energy 
5) Long term benefits 
6) Quiet and appropriate use for countryside 
7) Support for clean, safe and non-polluting source of energy 
8) Essential to mitigate climate change 

 

6.1.3 Objection 

 
1) Visual impact on countryside 
2) Impact on property value 
3) Glint and glare during the day 
4) Lighting at night 
5) Noise and traffic during construction 



 

 
 

6) Impact on health 
7) Impact on ecology 
8) Lack of consultation 
9) Justification for sub-station at Ease Lane 
10)  Visual impact from sub-station 
11)  Lack of detail regarding cabling works 
12)  Noise impact from sub-station 
13)  Impacts on private views 
14)  Impact on crossing River Witham 
15)  Better sites available 
16)  Loss of agricultural land 
17)  Questionable benefits from the scheme 
18)  Limits expansion of A1 
 

6.1.4 The applicant has undertaken further consultation work in response to initial comments 

raised through public representation and the parish councils. These can be summarised 

as follows: 

Bypass Farm Solar 

Post-submission Consultation activities undertaken by the applicant  

Description Dates 

Preparation and Launch of Project Consultation Website. Hosting 
all documents, information and news updates 

June 2020 

Written notification to Parish Councils and Ward Councillors July 2020 

Preparation & Printing of Exhibition Boards at A1 scale on foam 
back display boards 

15th December 2020 

Press Release sent to Parish News Saxonwell Group 
as advised by Foston Parish Council 

To be published 13th - 
26th January 2021 

Holding Consultations through virtual meeting platform with the four 
Parish Councils and ward Councillors; 

1. Foston PC 
2. Westborough and Dry Doddingtion PC 
3. Long Bennington PC 
4. Allington PC 

21st September, 
24th September, 
18th November 
5th December 

Attendance at Foston Parish Council Meeting  3rd November 2020 

Responding to comments made through the 
proposal’s website 

June 2020 – Present 

Additional Display Boards printed and laminated at A4 and A3 scale 
– Sent to Foston PC 

14th January 2021 

Additional PDF’s of the site plans, LVIA, Planning Statement and 
FAQ document sent to Foston PC as requested. 

26th January 2021 

Application packs (and an FAQ doc) sent to all PC’s to be hosted 
at village halls subject to covid restrictions  

8th December 

Regular email correspondence with all Parish Councils and Ward 
Councillors throughout the application process. 

Ongoing 



 

 
 

Erecting new posters throughout the locality  4th December 2020 

Website updates as appropriate December – January 
2021 

Co-ordinating Community Benefit Fund to each Parish Council. NB. 
This is outside of the planning process and included for information 
only 

January 2021 - 
Present 

 

7 Evaluation 
 

7.1 Principle of development 

 

7.1.1 Planning law states that planning decisions must be made in accordance with the 

development plan unless there are material considerations with indicate otherwise (section 

70(2) Town and Country Planning Act 1990 & section 38(6) of the Planning and 

Compulsory Purchase Act 2004). 

 

7.1.2 The South Kesteven Local Plan, forms the key part of the development plan and was 

adopted in January 2020. It is recently adopted and therefore has full weight in decision 

making. Foston has a Neighbourhood Plan which was adopted in June 2017. It is however 

adopted in line with the strategic polices in the councils previous Core Strategy 2010 and 

the Site allocation Development Plan document 2014, which have since been superseded 

by the adopted Local Plan 2011-2036. 
 

7.1.3 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the associated National Planning 

Policy Guidance (NPPG) are very important material considerations that carry great 

weight and also contain policies and advice and guidance to the decision maker.  
 

7.1.4 The Local Plan sets out the Council’s aspirations for growth in the district, with the 2036 

Vision for South Kesteven supporting a diversified rural economy and objective 14  

promoting the positive use of renewable energy resources. 

 

7.1.5 Local Plan Policy SD1 (Principles of Sustainable Development) sets out the broad 

principles for achieving sustainable development in South Kesteven. The policy requires 

consideration of a number of issues including taking measures to take account of future 

changes in the climate, avoiding flood risk, enhancing infrastructure to support growth and 

enhancing the natural environment.  

 

7.1.6 Policy SP1 (Spatial Strategy) sets out the spatial strategy for the district and seeks to 

protect the best and most versatile agricultural land. Policy SP5 (Development in the Open 

Countryside) limits development in the open countryside to that which has an essential 

need to be located outside of the existing built form of a settlement and includes support 

for rural diversification projects. 

 
7.1.7 Policy RE1 (Renewable Energy Generation) states proposals for renewable energy 

generation will be supported subject to meeting the detailed criteria as set out in the 

accompanying Renewable Energy Appendix 3 and provided that: 

 



 

 
 

a. The proposal does not negatively impact the District’s agricultural land asset; 

b. The proposal can demonstrate the support of affected local communities; 

c. The proposal includes details for the transmission of power produced; 

d. The proposal details that all apparatus related to renewable energy production will be 

removed from the site when power production ceases; and 

e. That the proposal complies with any other relevant Local Plan policies and national 

planning policy. 

 

7.1.8 Foston Neighbourhood Plan policies FNP15 and FNP16 are broadly supportive of the 

principle of renewable energy schemes where the schemes are in accordance with the 

wider policies in the plan and specifically references those that relate to the environment 

and the countryside. 

 

7.1.9 A significant focus of the NPPF is to address climate change which is emphasised within 

the strategic policies and section 14. Para 148 states: “The planning system should 

support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate, taking full account of 

flood risk and coastal change. It should help to: shape places in ways that contribute to 

radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, minimise vulnerability and improve 

resilience; encourage the reuse of existing resources, including the conversion of existing 

buildings; and support renewable and low carbon energy and associated infrastructure.” 

 

7.1.10 The NPPF (para 154) states that when determining planning applications for renewable 

and low carbon development, local planning authorities should: 

 

a) not require applicants to demonstrate the overall need for renewable or low carbon 

energy, and recognise that even small-scale projects provide a valuable contribution to 

cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and 

b) approve the application if its impacts are (or can be made) acceptable. Once suitable 

areas for renewable and low carbon energy have been identified in plans, local planning 

authorities should expect subsequent applications for commercial scale projects outside 

these areas to demonstrate that the proposed location meets the criteria used in 

identifying suitable areas. 

 

7.1.11 In terms of the specific criteria required by policy RE1: 

a) The submitted agricultural land classification report and planning statement confirm 
that the proposals would avoid the best and most versatile land. Further, the 
application seeks permission for a temporary period of 40 years when there would be 
a requirement to remove the solar infrastructure. Therefore, the development is not 
considered to have a significant detrimental impact on the district’s agricultural land 
assets.  

b) Demonstrating early engagement with local communities has been appropriately 
demonstrated through the statement of community engagement and the further post-
submission consultation work detailed above. Demonstration of how comments have 
been considered and informed the proposals have been evidenced. It is further noted 
that the three parish councils have not objected to the proposed development. Whilst 
some objection has been received through the public consultation exercise, there 
has also been a majority offering support for the scheme. A community benefit 
package has been agreed with the three parish councils, however it should be noted 
that this is not a material planning consideration.  



 

 
 

c) The 49.99MW capacity would generate clean renewable power for over 15,000 
homes, and substantial CO2 savings of 21,500 tonnes of CO2 per annum, making a 
significant contribution to meeting the UK’s greenhouse gas emission targets. This is 
the maximum output which can be consented through the Town and Country 
Planning Act (1990) consenting process.  

d) The application proposes a temporary use of the site for a period of 40 years. At the 
end of this period the site would be fully decommissioned and the site restored to its 
original use, with a legacy of biodiversity enhancements. The decommissioning is 
recommended to be secured through an appropriately worded planning condition. 

e) Other relevant Local and National Policies and the impacts of the development are 
considered further in the report. The scheme is considered to represent sustainable 
development when considered against the development plan as a whole.  

 

7.1.12 Taking the above into account the principle of developing this site for renewable energy is 

acceptable and in accordance with the above policies and guidance. The impacts 

associated with the development are considered further below using the 9 criteria set-out 

in the renewable energy Appendix 3.  

 
7.2 Visual Impact on Landscape  

7.2.1 Further specific policies requiring consideration of the impact of development on 

landscape character are Local Plan Policy EN1 and Foston Neighbourhood Plan policies 

FNP01, FNP02 and FNP05. The NPPF (section 12) requires developments to be 

sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built environment and 

landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change.  

7.2.2 The application site is not located within a designated landscape and the site is set well 

back from sensitive heritage assets in Foston village. A Landscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment has been submitted with the application which concludes that: 

− A key characteristic of the area is the visibility of church towers and spires within 
hilltop villages in the area. This characteristic will not be damaged by the proposal. 

− Many other described landscape characteristics, especially those listed in 
landscape management guidelines, will be enhanced by changing intense 
agricultural practice into a less-intense, nature-led, approach to landscape 
management. This will have benefits upon local biodiversity, as well as, reducing 
any residual visual effects. 

− The effect upon visual receptors is assessed in the range moderate to negligible. 

− The site has a low sensitivity to solar energy production and there are no assessed 
adverse effects upon landscape character. 

− From public footpaths, roads, and affected properties the visual effect is slight or 
negligible. 

7.2.3 The Local Planning Authority has carried out an independent review of the Landscape and 

Visual Impact Assessment which broadly agrees with the overall finding that the 

landscape and visual effects of the proposed solar farm (south of the A1) will be limited 

and relatively straight forward to mitigate with landscaping measures. As such, the review 

concludes that there is no reason from a landscape and visual perspective why the 

development should not be consented subject to the proposed landscaping mitigation and 



 

 
 

further mitigation of the visual impacts of the proposed substation area. This is 

recommended to be specifically referenced with the landscaping condition.  

7.2.4 The landscape is currently relatively flat and intensively cultivated arable land, with no 

particularly sensitive features, and already affected by the A1 and existing overhead 

power lines. Further the site is not particularly prominent from any long-range views. There 

would inevitably be some visual impacts associated with a development of this scale, 

however, given the relatively low sensitivity of the landscape, it is considered that whilst 

there would be some minor conflict with policy EN1 these impacts can be suitably 

mitigated through an appropriate landscaping scheme.  

7.3 Visual Impact on dwellings or communities 

7.3.1 Local Plan Policy DE1 states (amongst other criteria) that all development proposals will 

be expected to ensure there is no adverse impact on the amenity of neighbouring users.  

The NPPF (section 12) states (amongst other things) that developments should create 

places with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users; and do not undermine 

the quality of life or community cohesion and resilience. 

7.3.2 The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment advises that there are a small number of 

properties that would experience moderate and adverse effects prior to any landscaping 

mitigation. Further, some objection has been raised through the public consultation 

exercise by occupiers of properties on elevated ground in Foston that have views onto the 

site regarding the visual impacts of the proposal.  

7.3.3 As with the landscape impact, it is inevitable there would be some visual impacts on 

private dwellings that would result from a development of this scale. However, given the 

separation distances to these properties it is considered that these impacts can be suitably 

mitigated through an appropriate landscaping scheme which is secured by condition.  

7.4 Cumulative Impact 

7.4.1 There are existing solar farms in the wider area (land north of Gonerby Lane, Allington 

S15/0194; land at Copley Farm, Doddington Lane, Claypole S13/3273; land at Toll Bar 

S11/0548) but there is no evidence to indicate that there would be any cumulative impact 

resulting from the proposed development through the submitted Landscape and Visual 

Impact Assessment.  

7.4.2 It is also noted that another large scale solar farm is being promoted on land near Marston 

which is relatively close to the site (3km to the east), however a formal application has yet 

to be received for this scheme and therefore is does not need to considered in terms of 

cumulative impact at this stage.  

7.5 Heritage Impact 

7.5.1 The protection and enhancement of heritage assets is considered under policy EN6, 

Foston Neighbourhood Plan Policy FNP07 and the NPPF (section 16). The Local Planning 

Authority is also required to ensure that special regard to preserving the Listed Buildings 

and their settings in relation to Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (the 'Act'). 

7.5.2 A Heritage and Archaeological Assessment was submitted with the application which 

reaches the following conclusions: 



 

 
 

− All designated heritage assets within a 2km study area surrounding the site were 
considered as part of this assessment. This included 48 Listed Buildings and 6 
Scheduled Monuments. 

− Two designated assets, the Scheduled Monument Bennington Grange and the 
Grade I Listed Church of St Peter at Foston were given additional consideration 
because of their high significance and their relative proximity to the site. 

− Neither of these heritage assets were found to possess view of or intervisibility with 
the site, and the development is not considered to pose an impact to their settings 
or significance. 

− As such, no harm has been identified to the significance of any of the designated 
heritage assets within the study area. 

− There would be preservation for the purposes of the decision makers duty under 
Section 66(1) of the Act to have special regard for the desirability of preserving the 
listed building and its setting (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990). 

7.5.3 The Council’s conservation officer has assessed the proposal in terms of impact on 

heritage assets and has not objected to the proposal. Heritage Lincolnshire (who offer the 

Council specialist archaeological advice) have recommended a condition requiring a 

scheme of archaeological investigation to be submitted and carried out in advance of any 

development. 

7.5.4 Whilst there could be some impact on the setting of heritage assets, it is considered these 

could be suitably mitigated through an appropriate landscaping condition. Further, any 

minor harm would need to be weighed against the significant benefits of the proposal. 
 

7.6 Noise Impact 

7.6.1 Policy EN4 relates specifically to pollution control and states: 

7.6.2 "Development that, on its own or cumulatively, would result in significant noise (amongst 

other things) or other environmental pollution or harm to amenity, health well-being or 

safety will not be permitted. New development proposals should not have an adverse 

impact on existing operations.  

7.6.3 Development will only be permitted if the potential adverse effects can be mitigated to an 

acceptable level by other environmental controls, or by measures included in the 

proposals." 

7.6.4 The solar panels do not emit any noise, dust or vibration. The substation would generate a 

low level noise resulting from the transmission of the power to the grid. A noise 

assessment has been submitted with the application, which reaches the following 

conclusion: 

7.6.5 “The impact appraisal indicates that predicted noise levels associated with the substation 

are significantly lower than likely existing background noise levels in the vicinity of Existing 

Sensitive Receptors (ESRs). Therefore, impacts are considered to be low in accordance 

with BS4142, depending on context. 

7.6.6 Furthermore, predicted substation noise levels are significantly less than the health-based 

guideline external and internal noise levels recommended by BS8233, which indicates that 

the potential for adverse impacts are low. Therefore, it is considered that no specific 

mitigation measures are required.” 



 

 
 

7.6.7 South Kesteven environmental protection have reviewed the submitted noise assessment 

and not objected to the proposal or requested any further mitigation. 

7.6.8 Highway Considerations 

 

7.6.9 Local Plan Policy ID2 seeks to minimise the use of travel by car and maximise sustainable 

transport modes. The policy also requires development proposals not to result in any 

unacceptable highway safety impacts or result in severe cumulative traffic impacts. The 

NPPF (section 9) states development should only be prevented or refused on highways 

grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual 

cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe. 

 

7.6.10 The submitted transport statement states that it is expected that there would be a 

maximum of around eight large vehicles per day accessing the site (i.e. eight arrivals and 

eight departures) over the six-week period when deliveries will occur. It also states there 

will be construction workers arriving at the site first thing in the morning and departing in 

the evening, although the numbers involved are forecast to be relatively low on a day-to-

day basis. The level of traffic during the temporary three-month construction phase is not 

considered to be material and it is considered that this will not have an impact on the 

safety or operation of the local highway network.  

7.6.11 The transport statement reaches the following conclusion: “Having undertaken a 

comprehensive analysis of the development site and after reviewing planning policies, it 

has been demonstrated by this TS that the proposed development accords with highway 

access design recommendations and hence there is no basis for highway and 

transportation objections to the proposals.” 

 

7.6.12 Lincolnshire County Council (as Highway Authority) Authority have raised no objection to 

the proposal regarding highway matters. Highways England have requested a condition 

requiring further detail of the cabling works that would cross under the A1 and further 

detail of the proposed landscaping to mitigate glare from the panels that could distract 

motorists on the A1. A construction traffic route has been submitted which shows traffic 

restricted to the A1 and associated slip-roads and avoiding routes through any of the local 

villages.  

 

7.6.13 Therefore, in respect of the proposed access, highway safety and traffic capacity, the 

proposal is considered to comply with local plan policy ID2 and the NPPF (section 9). 

 

7.7 Nature Conservation Considerations 

7.7.1 Local Plan Policy EN2 seeks to ensure the conservation and enhancement of ecological 

networks and deliver a net gain in biodiversity for all development proposals. The 

submitted application is accompanied by an ecological impact assessment which includes 

results from the following surveys: 

− Extended phase one habitat survey 

− Three breeding bird surveys 

− A badger survey 

 



 

 
 

7.7.2 The application states that the proposed scheme would incorporate a range of ecological 

enhancement measures including specific buffer areas to field boundaries and other 

measures around the site itself, including bat and bird boxes, log piles and bug hotels as 

well as a new length of native hedgerow. 

7.7.3 To create a net gain in biodiversity these recommended ecological enhancement and 

mitigation measures are secured by a condition requiring a landscape and ecological 

management plan. 

 

7.8 Habitat Regulations Assessment 

7.8.1 The ecological impact assessment states that the site is not covered by any site which is 

designated on account of its nature conservation. There are no European statutory 

designated sites within 10km of the site and no national or locally designated sites within 

2km of the site. Additionally, the site is not situated within a SSSI Impact Risk Zone. As 

such, the proposal is not considered to require a Habitats Regulation Assessment. 

7.9 Aircraft Movements and Associated Activities 

7.9.1 The Council have consulted both the Ministry of Defence and Civil Aviation Authority and 

neither have objected to the proposal. The Glint and Glare Assessment submitted with the 

application established there would be no effects for nearby airfields.. 

 

7.10 Flood risk and drainage 

 

7.10.1 Local Plan Policy EN5 and the NPPF (section 14) require development to be located in the 

lowest areas of flood risk and not to increase the risk of flooding elsewhere.  

 

7.10.2 The majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 1 (at the lowest risk of flooding). 

Whilst part of the site either side of the Ease Drain is at a highest risk of flooding (zone 2 

and 3), the proposed development is ‘less vulnerable’ and appropriate flood risk mitigation 

is proposed, including solar panels to be placed only in Flood Zone 1 and panels raised 

0.85m above ground.  

 

7.10.3 Based on the submitted details, neither the Local Lead Flood Authority (LCC) nor the 

Environment Agency have objected to the proposal. It is however noted that the cabling 

works to cross under the River Witham would require a permit from the Environment 

Agency and details of this process have been included as an informative.  

 

8 Crime and Disorder 
 

8.1 It is considered that the proposal would not result in any significant crime and disorder 

implications. 

 

9 Human Rights Implications 
 

9.1 Articles 6 (Rights to fair decision making) and Article 8 (Right to private family life and 

home) of the Human Rights Act have been taken into account in making this 

recommendation. It is considered that no relevant Article of that act will be breached. 

 

 



 

 
 

10 Planning Balance and Conclusion 

 

10.1 Planning law requires that planning applications should be determined in accordance with 

the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The proposed 

development would result in a solar farm with a 49.9 MW output for a temporary period of 

40 years, including battery storage units, associated infrastructure, permanent grid 

connection hub and ecological enhancements. 

 

10.2 The proposed development would make a significant contribution to the government target 

of reducing carbon emissions to net zero by 2050. The expected site energy generation 

would provide the energy equivalent of the demand from 15,000 houses, equating to an 

annual reduction in carbon emissions of 21,000 tonnes of carbon. 

 

10.3 Although there would inevitably be some detrimental impacts, particularly visual, 

associated with a development of this scale, it is considered that these can be suitably 

mitigated through an appropriate landscaping scheme. Further, any minor conflicts that 

have been identified with the development plan policies are significantly outweighed by the 

benefits of the proposal.  

 

10.4 It is therefore recommended that the application is approved, subject to the following 

schedule of conditions. 

 

Time Limits 

 

1 The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the expiration of 

three years from the date of this permission. 

 

Reason: In order that the development is commenced in a timely manner, as set out 

in Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended). 

 

2 The permission hereby granted shall expire 40 years from the date when electrical 

power is first exported from the solar farm to the electricity grid network, excluding 

electricity exported during initial testing and commissioning. Written confirmation of 

the first export date shall be provided to the Local Planning Authority no later than 

one calendar month after the event.  

 

Reason: The proposed scheme has a 40 year lifespan. 

 

Approved Plans 

 

3 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the 

following list of approved plans: 

 

i) Site Location Plan drawing no. 20.06_100 Rev C 

ii) Site Block Plan drawing no. 20.06_301 Rev A 

iii) Proposed Site Block Plan DNO substation drawing no. 2006_302 

 



 

 
 

Unless otherwise required by another condition of this permission. 

 

Reason: To define the permission and for the avoidance of doubt. 

 

Before the Development is Commenced 

 

4 Before the development hereby permitted is commenced, a written scheme of 

archaeological investigation shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by 

the Local Planning Authority. 

 

Reason: In order to provide a reasonable opportunity to record the history of the site 

and in accordance with Policy EN6 of the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan and 

Paragraph 199 of the NPPF. 

 

5 The archaeological investigations shall also have been completed in accordance 

with the approved details before development commences. 

 

Reason: In order to provide a reasonable opportunity to record the history of the site 

and in accordance with Policy EN6 of the adopted South Kesteven Local Plan and 

Paragraph 199 of the NPPF.  

 

6 Development must not commence until a construction method statement has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 

construction method statement shall set out details of all on-site construction works 

together with details of their timetabling. It shall include details of, and measures to 

secure:  

 

• the phasing of construction works;  

• the formation and position of the temporary construction compounds;  

• dust management and suppression;  

• cleaning of site entrance, facilities for wheel washing and cleaning the 

adjacent public highway;  

• pollution control, including the protection of water courses and ground water; 

subsoil surface water drainage; bunding and siting of fuel storage areas; 

sewage and foul water drainage and disposal; and emergency procedures 

and pollution response plans;  

• temporary site illumination during the construction period;  

• the methods to be adopted to reduce the effects of noise occurring during the 

construction period to the lowest practicable levels and in accordance with 

B.S. 5228: Noise control on construction and open sites;  

• storage of materials and disposal of surplus materials;  

• the construction of the accesses into the site, the erection of any entrance 

gates and the creation and maintenance of associated visibility splays;  

• method of working cable trenches, including soil storage and back-filling; and 

details of cable boring methodologies below roads, water courses and 

hedges;  

• general soil storage and handling;  



 

 
 

• post-construction restoration/reinstatement of the working areas, including 

cable trenches and area covered by any matting or other areas where the soil 

has been disturbed or compressed;  

• the sheeting of all heavy goods vehicles construction materials to, or spoil 

from, the site to prevent spillage or deposit of any materials on the highway;  

• details of control of surface water to prevent it entering the public highway or 

carrying sediment to the surface water drainage network in the vicinity of the 

site.  

• identification of buffer strips adjacent to water courses or retained vegetation 

features such as hedges or trees and sites where birds are nesting;  

• Details of proposed measures to protect root protection areas during 

construction  

• means to exclude small animals from excavations. 

 

Construction works must be carried out in full accordance with the agreed 

construction method statement. 

 

Reason: To protect the interests of the rural character of the area, the integrity and 

safety of the highway network and to protect the amenity of residents, ecological 

interests and to ensure the site can be restored to agricultural use.  

 

7 Before any solar panels are installed details of the proposed new hedgerow and any 

strengthening of existing hedgerow planting shall be provided in writing to the Local 

Planning Authority. Details shall accord with the Landscape & Ecology Management 

Plan (LEMP) and shall include details of ground preparation, species and planting 

pattern. Thereafter the new planting shall be implemented in accordance with a 

timetable to be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority. The new 

hedgerow planting shall be managed in accordance with the Management 

Specification set out in the LEMP.  

 

Reason: To protect and enhance existing landscape features on the site and to 

mitigate harm to rural character caused by the proposal. 
 

During Building Works 

 

8 Cabling works to cross the A1 must not be commenced until details of the exact 

crossing point and methodology have been submitted to and approved by the Local 

Planning Authority. 

 

 The development must be carried out in accordance with details approved by this 

condition. 

 

 Reason: To avoid disruption to the Strategic Road Network and in the interests of 

Highway Safety.  

 

9 Cabling works to cross the River Witham must not be commenced until details of the 

exact crossing point and methodology have been submitted to and approved by the 

Local Planning Authority. 

 



 

 
 

The development must be carried out in accordance with details approved by this 

condition. 

 

 Reason: To protect the river and in the interests of ecological and biodiversity 

networks.  

 

10 The site must only be accessed in accordance with the route shown on the 

submitted Construction Traffic Route Plan drawing no. 16419-HYD-XX-XX-DR-TP-

CTMP-0001. 

 

Reason: In the interests of Highway Safety and to avoid unnecessary noise and 

disruption to local residents. 

 

11 Before any works on the substation area shown on drawing no. 2006_302 are 

commenced, further details of the plant, fencing and any associated landscaping 

must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 

 The development must be carried out in accordance with the approved details. 

 

 Reason: To protect the rural character of the area and in accordance with Policy 

DE1. 

 

On-going Conditions 

 

12 There shall be no permanent illumination on the site unless otherwise agreed in 

writing by the local planning authority.  

 

Reason: To protect the rural character of the area and in accordance with Policy 

DE1. 

 

13 All Landscape features within the site shall be managed in accordance with the 

submitted Landscape & Ecological Management Plan (LEMP).  

 

Reason: so that vegetation and landscape features on the site are properly managed 

in the interest of ecological mitigation, and wider visual amenity. 

 

14 If the solar farm hereby permitted (or any substantial sub-part of the farm) fails to 

produce electricity for supply to the grid for a continuous period of two years and 

there is no realistic prospect of the solar farm becoming operational again, a scheme 

shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for its written approval within 3 

months of the end of that 6 month period for the repair or removal of the solar farm. 

Where repairs or replacements are required the scheme shall include a proposed 

programme of remedial works. Where removal of the solar farm is required the 

scheme shall include the same details required under the decommissioning condition 

of this permission. The relevant scheme shall thereafter be implemented in 

accordance with the approved details and timetable.  

 



 

 
 

Reason: To ensure the solar farm beneficially generates electricity or is otherwise 

removed to the benefit of the character and appearance and the agricultural potential 

of the area. 

 

Decommissioning 

 

15 Not later than 12 months before the expiry of this permission, a decommissioning 

and site restoration scheme shall be submitted for the written approval of the Local 

Planning Authority. The scheme shall make provision for the removal of the solar 

panels and all other associated equipment & paraphernalia and the subsequent 

restoration of the site. The scheme shall include details of:  

 

• the extent of equipment and foundation removal and the site restoration to be 

carried out;  

• the management and timing of any works;  

• a traffic management plan to address likely traffic impact issues during the 

decommissioning period;  

• an environmental management plan to include details of measures to be 

taken during the decommissioning period to protect wildlife, habitats and tree 

features on the site;  

• location of material laydown areas;  

• full details of the removal of the solar arrays, associated buildings and plant, 

any trackways and sub-surface cabling and all associated works of ground 

restoration including trench backfilling;  

• full details of all other works to restore the land to allow for agricultural 

production following the removal of structures from the site;  

• a programme of implementation.  

 

The approved scheme shall be implemented within 6 months of the expiry of this 

permission and then proceed fully in accordance with the agreed details in 

accordance with the decommissioning programme.  

 

Reason: To ensure the site is fully restored to allow agricultural use and to maintain 

the rural appearance of the area. 

 

Standard Note(s) to Applicant: 

 

1 In reaching the decision the Council has worked with the applicant in a positive and 

proactive manner by determining the application without undue delay. As such it is 

considered that the decision is in accordance with paras 38 of the National Planning 

Policy Framework. 

 
2 The proposed development affects Westborough Public Footpath No. 18, 

Westborough Public Bridleway No. 21, Foston Public Footpath No. 1 and Foston 
Public Bridleway No. 2.  It is expected that there will be no encroachment, either 
permanent or temporary, onto the rights of way as a result of the proposed 
development.   

 



 

 
 

i. The local public rights of way network is very well used and it would be 

desirable to minimise the need for temporary closure whether possible 

and identify local alternatives.   

ii. During the construction phase vehicles will use Sewstern Lane to access 

the Solar Farm site.  Please note that the Viking Way long distance 

footpath runs along Sewstern Lane and site traffic should be made aware 

of the presence of walkers. 

iii. The legal alignment of Westborough Public Footpath No. 18 differs from 

the walked route on the ground. Care should be taken prior to the 

commencement of development work to ensure that the sub-station does 

not obstruct the legal alignment.   

iv. It is proposed to access the proposed sub-station via Westborough 

Public Bridleway No. 21. The developer should provide further details 

regarding the proposed surfacing for this section of bridleway and the 

measures they propose to put in place to minimise conflict between path 

users and site vehicles. 

v. The proposed development should not pose any dangers or 

inconvenience to the public using the rights of way.  

vi. No public rights of way may be disturbed nor should any surfacing works 

take place without the permission of Lincolnshire County Council –

Countryside Team. 

3 It is proposed that the cable connecting the solar farm and sub-station will be 

underground, with a crossing of the River Witham south of Long Lane, Westborough. 

Please contact our Partnership and Strategic Overview team (Witham) at 

PSOLincs@environment-agency.gov.uk, for advice on permitting requirements for 

the installation of this cable crossing. 

4 In order to undertake the envisaged crossing the applicants will need to secure a 

Licence, under Section 50 of the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 (NRSWA), 

from Highways England. 

It is assumed that the cable crossing will be underground (i.e. a trenchless 

installation) to “negate the need for a road closure on the SRN”. This will therefore 

be subject to full approval to Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) 

Standard CD 622 Managing Geotechnical Risk, prior to granting of the S50 licence. 

In addition, under a S50 Licence the applicants will be required to carry out surveys 

of all (relevant) Highways England assets both before and after any installation 

works. This is to ensure the Highways England asset is not compromised by the 

proposed works. Pre- and post- installation drainage surveys must be conducted in 

line with DMRB Standard CS 551 Drainage Surveys. 

5 Both sites are within the Upper Witham Internal Drainage Board district. 

The Board’s maintained 9100 – Church Ease Drain runs through the proposed solar farm 

and 9003 - Long Lane Drain runs to the east of the proposed substation. 

Under the terms of the Land Drainage Act. 1991 the prior written consent of the Board is 

required for any proposed temporary or permanent works or structures within any 

watercourse including infilling or a diversion. 



 

 
 

Under the terms of the Board's Byelaws, the prior written consent of the Board is required 

for any proposed temporary or permanent works or structures in, under, over or within the 

byelaw distance of six meters from the top of the bank of a Board maintained watercourse. 

A permanent undeveloped strip of sufficient width should be made available adjacent 

to the top of the bank of all watercourses on Site to allow future maintenance works to be 

undertaken. Suitable access arrangements to this strip should also be agreed. 

Access should be agreed with the Local Planning Authority, LCC and the third party that 

will be responsible for the maintenance in consultation with the Internal Drainage Board 

where a watercourse is subject to Byelaws (see Section 2 & 3). The Board stipulates 

unrestricted and continued access for the board’s plant and machinery to carry-out routine 

maintenance on Board maintained watercourses. 

All drainage routes through the Site should be maintained both during the works on Site 

and after completion of the works. Provisions should be made to ensure that upstream 

and downstream riparian owners and those areas that are presently served by any 

drainage routes passing through or adjacent to the Site are not adversely affected by the 

development. Drainage routes shall include all methods by which water may be 

transferred through the Site and shall include such systems as “ridge and furrow” and 

“overland flows”. The effect of raising Site levels on adjacent property must be carefully 

considered and measures taken to negate influences must be approved by the Local 

Planning Authority. 

 

 

Financial Implications reviewed by: Not applicable 

 

Legal Implications reviewed by: Not applicable 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 
 

Site Location Plan 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Site Block Plan 

 

Proposed Site Block Plan DNO substation 

 


